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[Chapter 1 Build connection] 
 

 

1.1  Connection with RS232 
 

• First connect the RS232 cable between PC and CFMC-1. 

• Start CF-MEDIA Studio  

• The connection parameters can be found under „Extras“ -> 

„Connection“                                    

• Select COM interface of the PC 

• Leave the remaining connection settings if possible. 

• With correct connection settingsd, a green LED can be seen 

in the CF-MEDIA Studio near COM with the put in COM-

Port and the connection-attitudes. 

  
  

 

 

1.2  Connection with TCP / IP 

 

• First connect a RJ45 cable between PC and CFMC-1. 

• Start CF-MEDIA Studio  

• The connection parameters can be found under „Extras“ -> 

„Connection“ 

• Select "TCP / IP connection"  

• The standard-port and the standard IP-address of a CFMC-1 

is shown. You can change the IP-address to connect your 

PC to the CFMC-1. 

• With correct input, a green LED can be seen in the CF-

MEDIA Studio near IP with the put in IP-address and Port. 

 

   
 

 If the IP LED constantly should blink red-green at 

connection-construction, then, no connection between CFMC-1 

and PC can be produced. Please then test, whether 

• the cable correctly was connected 

• The IP-address and the Port are correctly typed in. 

 

The factory setting IP-address of the CFMC-1 is 

192.168.1.1. 
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 The IP of the PC and the CFMC-1 must be in the same 

IP-net. That is, if the IP-address of the CFMC-1 is 192.168.1.1,  

the IP-address of the PC must be in the area 192.168.1.2. till 

192.168.1.254. At alteration of the IP-address of the CFMC-1 it 

may be necessary to also change the IP-address of the PC. (be 

applicable to IP-mask = 255.255.255.0) 

 

1.3  Integrated terminal program 
 

•  You have the possibility via the integrated terminal 

program to determine basic attitudes of the CF-MEDIA 

system, and if necessary to alter.  

• The terminal can be found under „Extras“ -> „Terminal“ 

• If there is not yet any connection between PC and CFMC-1, 

a connection is produced over the connection-menu. 

• Basic information can be called over the buttons  

• Further commands can be typed in the input-command field. 

 

 There is a list box integrated in the terminal program. All 

commands entered in the command input field are stored in a 

list and can easily prompted new. 

The list will be cleared by closing CF-MEDIA-Studio. 

 

1.4  Update Firmware 
 

The firmware of the CFMC-1 can be updated over the CF-

MEDIA studio. The menu is called under „Extras“ -> 

„Firmware“ -> „Update“. 

The corresponding firmware-file can be chosen under „Saving 

Place“. If firmware-data-files are in the corresponding file, these 

are shown in the left field. If a data file is selected, information 

about the firmware version appears. 
 

  makes a connection to the connected 

CFMC-1 and compares the firmware version with the selected 

one. If the chosen firmware-version should be newer than this 

installed, the assistant recommends an update.  

The software can be exchanged with . 

After one reboots the played firmware is operational.  

 The transfer always takes place in 100 bytes steps. 

Therefore a transfer is recommended via TCP / IP since the 

transfer is much faster. 
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Under the menu-point „Options“ -> „Program Options“ you 

find miscellaneous configuration-possibilities. 

 

Generally 
If you don’t want the opened terminal window to always stay in 

front, you can turn this option off here. 

 

 

 

 

System properties  
Here you can put in which device number, IP-address, IP- Mask 

and Gateway should generally be assigned to the first CF-

MEDIA appliance in your project.  

The automatic Cascading of the IP-address can also be turned 

off or on. 

 

 

Program paths 
Here you can choose your program paths for projects, WPP-

Designer surface projects, libraries for infrared, RS232 and 

TCP/IP drivers, and library path for your customized macro, E-

Mail and EIB library . 

 

 At the installation, only the standard “own project” path 

is established. 

 

RSC-program module 
If the 255 lines shouldn’t be enough at preparation of a new 

RSC driver previously, the table is enlarged by a certain number 

of lines according to input of a command in the last line. In this 

rider, one can put in how many RSC-driver windows can be 

opened at most simultaneously and how many lines the driver-

table can be widened at a time. 

 

IRC- program module 
The maximum number of IRC-windows shown at once can be 

chosen.  

Every time a IR-code is learned an acoustic signal appears. If 

you find the acoustic signal too annoying, you can shut it of by 

declicking “soundeffects”.  

Normaly time of learning an IR code is set to default 20 sec. If 

you want to change the time just write in another time in 

seconds and push “OK.”  
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Some IR-codes need more than 4 repetitions to be learned 

properly. The amount of standard IR-code repetitions while 

learning an IR-code can be changed here. 
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With the CF-MEDIA studio, you can produce your project 

without programming-efforts. 

 

New 
If you would like to produce a new project, go in the CF-

MEDIA studio on „Project“ -> „New“. 

In a Popup window, you are asked to type in a name for the 

project. 

After pressing "O.K." you get into the project surface of the CF-

MEDIA studio. A file is positioned with the project-name in 

your chosen project-file path simultaneously. 

 

 Unique project-names ease refinding the projects. 

 

Open 
With „Project“ -> „Open“ you can load an already existing 

project. 

 

Save 
With „Project“ -> „Save“ you store the project. The project is 

stored in the respective project-file as a .cfm data file. 

 

Close 
The current project is closed. 

 

Project export 
In order to be able to send a project to somebody else via e-

mail, for example, you can export the entire project. The data 

situated in the project path are stored into a new file and can be 

sent after it. 
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Print 
The opened data of the opened project can be printed. 

 

 
 

Program end 
Closes the CF-MEDIA Studio. 
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If you produce a new project, you can first choose which CF-

MEDIA systems should be in your project. 

First, you choose the relevant system and then go on „Adding“. 

 

 

 

 

In the appearing Popup field you can 

• change the system number  

• name the system 

• assign an IP-address 

• assign an IP-address for the following system 

(Cascade-IP) 

 

Normally the cascade-IP is set up automatically for the 

next system by the software. IF a system has the IP address of 

another system as a cascade IP, it recognizes the other system as 

his “neighbour”. If you have for example two CFMC-1 with the 

IP-Adresses 192.168.1.1 and 192.168.1.2 the cascade IP for the 

first system would be 192.168.1.1. .  

If you don’t use the “configuration assistant” (chapter 8.1) for 

configurating your CF-MEDIA devices, please be sure that the 

cascade IPs are set in the CF-MEDIA devices. 

Helpful commands: 

• “Show IPconnect” -> shows all IPconnects and the cascade 

IP 

• “get cascade IP” gets the cascade IP the system knows.  

• “set cascade IP=IP Adress” sets the cascade IP. You have to 

reboot the system after setting the cascade IP. 

 

After pressing the "O.K." button the relevant system is shown 

in the overview. You can change the data of a certain system 

under "Adjustments" if necessary. 

If you select a system system, you can remove it from your 

project over the button "Marked removal”.  
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In the "Devices" menu you can add drivers of your devices to 

the different ports. 

In the first step, you select the wished CF-MEDIA system, at 

which the drivers should be determined. 

 

With the switches  or  

you decide to handle output drivers or input drivers. Because of 

technical reasons input drivers currently can be allocated only 

to the first and second TCP/IP port (Port 17 & 18). 

 

5.1 RSC Ports 
The system ports 1-7 at each CFMC-1 are RSC ports 

 

 
 

New  produce a new driver 

Library  select a driver from a data base 

-   remove the selected driver 

Edit   edit the selected driver 

 

Write a RSC-driver 
If you would like to produce a new driver, you press on the 

button "New", and the driver-menu is called. 

There you can transact following input: 

• Define the name of the manufacturer (duty-field) 

• Define the name of the appliance-model (duty-field) 

• The name of the protocol 

• In the area "Info text" maximum 80 signs explanatory can 

be included. 

• With „Interfaces-parameters“ the RSC connection-data 

are discontinued individually. 

•  An allocated RSC command can be 

tested directly with it. 

•  From the selected table-row, everything is postponed 

upward 

•  From the selected table-row, everything is postponed 

downward 

•  copy a selected line 

•  insert a selected line 
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•  delete a selected table-row 

•  Process a selected table-row 

 When you select a row and do not move the mouse 

pointer away from it for a moment, a tooltip with the RSC 

command in HEX and ASCII format will appear. 

 

Implement a RS232 command 
 

If you would like to write a new command in the driver, then 

you either make a double-click on a line or click on  . 

 

In the appearing window, first of all type in a function-name. 

 

 Unique command names eases the search for a needed 

command. 

 

Commands that only have a description, but no ASCII or 

HEX command included will not be saved. 

 

You can type the command in the blue bordered field as HEX 

or as ASCII. 

 

If you type in the command in HEX-format the system looks 

after the typing. If the command string isn’t fully written in as 

HEX, the string appears red. If the command is written down 

HEX-compatible, the string appears green. 

 

 

 

IF you are typing your command in ASCII, write your 

command in the lower white line. 

By pressing “F10” the ASCII command is transformed in a 

HEX command.  
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If you want to know what is written in HEX in your command, 

just mark the command and push the button at the right side.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Overwrite” overwrites the existing ASCII command in the 

ASCII Command line (if there is an ASCII command). 

“Adding” adds the HEX-command to the existing ASII 

command in the ASCII command line. 

 

The HEX command appears in ASCII. Special commands 

which can’t be shown (for example CR /LF) are issued with the 

“|” symbol. 

 

 If you need CR / LF you can type in “0D0A” in the HEX-

command line or use the corresponding preset-button. 

 

If symbols must be inserted behind the commands, the 

following preset buttons can be consulted for completing  

commands: 

 

 corresponds to the HEX- value 0D0A 

 corresponds to the HEX- value 0D 

 corresponds to the HEX- value 0A 

 corresponds to the HEX- value 02 

 corresponds to the HEX- value 03 

 

You can further decide in the drop-down menu of the 

"Hourmeter- time recording" whether the business-hour-

counter of the relevant appliance (for example starting the 

hourmeter when using the “BEAMER ON” command) should 

be influenced or not. 

Also, the next command for the device can be delayed by up to 

999.9 seconds (16,66 minutes). 

 

If you would like to save a driver, you have different 

possibilities.  

„Save in file“ saves the driver in a data file  

„Save in project“ saves the driver in the project.  

„Save as...“ saves the driver in a path manually assigned by 

you. 
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Open a RSC driver 
Under „Open” one can open already written RSC drivers.  

The standard file extension is "*.rsc." If a certain project-driver 

is supposed to be opend you can also do this by clicking on the 

specific "* .out" file in the project-file library. 

 

 In case you accidentally selected an IRC driver, the 

following error message will appear: 

 

 
 

Print a RSC driver 
To print a RSC driver click on „RSC – file administration -> 

Print“. After choosing the right printer the RSC file is printed 

out. 

 

 
 

5.2 IRC Ports 
The system ports 8-15 at each CFMC-1 are IRC Ports. 

 

 
 
New  produce a new driver 

Library  select a driver from a data base 

-   remove the selected driver 

Edit  process the selected driver 
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Write an IRC-driver 
If you would like to produce a new driver, press on the button 

"New", and the driver-menu is called. 

There, you can transact following input: 

• Define the name of the manufacturer (duty-field) 

• Define the name of the appliance-model (duty-field) 

• The name of the protocol 

• In the area "Info text" maximum 80 signs explanatory can 

be inputed. 

•  An inputed RSC command can be 

tested directly. 

•  IR commands are learned via this 

button. 

 

•  From the selected table-row, everything is postponed 

upward 

•  From the selected table-row, everything is postponed 

downward 

•  Copy a selected line 

•  Insert a selected line 

•  Delete a selected table-row 

•  Process a selected table-row 

•  .ccf Raw strings can be implemented via this insert. The 

CF-MEDIA studio changes the Raw string into a command. 

 

 

 

 

 

Import a Raw string 
If you want to import a Raw string, open the import menu by 

clicking on . 

The you can name the function and paste or type in the raw 

string in the white field. 

 

Every raw string is divided in packages with 4 symbols divided 

by a space command. 
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If the raw string isn’t typed in the right way, the following 

popup shows up: 

 
 

If the raw string hasn’t got a compatible length, the following 

popup shows up: 

 
 
The raw string is implemented correctly if the command is 

included in the function table.  

 
 

 

 

Learn an IRC driver 
The IR-learn assistant is an easy to use tool to help you to learn 

IR codes from a IR control. If you want to learn an IR-

command please start the IR-learn assistant by clicking on 

.  

 

 

 

 

First step: Select the learning-mode 

There are 4 learning-modes you can choose from: 

 

"normal learning " is standard learning mode, because most 

IR-Codes let themselves learn in the normal educational-mode.  

“difficult IR codes learn” can be used, if the IR-command 

can’t be learned in “normal learning” mode. 

"Repeat-codes learn" should be selected for repetitive 

regulations like volume, brightness or contrast. Most IR-remote 

repetitive functions can be learned in this mode. 

"Difficult repeat codes learns" should be selected for 

repetitive regulations like volume, brightness or contrast which 

can’t be learned in the “repeat-codes learn” mode. 

 

„Multi-IRC function activate“ only has to be selected, if the 

radio remote control uses the toggle-bit function and doesn’t 

send RC5 or RC6 commands. 
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Second step: name function  

Type in a name for the function you want to learn. 

 

 

 

  

Third step: Learn an IR-Code 

You are asked to send the command at the IR-Learn diode 

within a certain time (standard 20 sec), so that the command can 

be learned. 

The distance between the CFMC-1 should be approximately 

20cm. 

If you weren’t be able to learn the command within the certain 

time you can relaunch the learning process by clicking on 

“Again”. 

 
Fourth step: Finish learning the IR-Code 

If the code was learned, you can complete the process under 

"Completes." 

 

 

 

When opening the relevant function-line, you can  

• Change the name of the command. 

• Change the bearer-frequency of the IR-command. 

• Change the number of IR-Code repetitions of the 

command. 

• Influence the business-hour-counter. 

• Delay the next command by up to 999.9 seconds 

 (16,66 minutes). 

 

If you want to save a driver, you have different possibilities. 

„Save in file“ saves the driver in a data file  

„Save in project“ saves the driver in the project. 

„Save as...“ saves the driver in a root manually chosen by you. 

 

Open an IRC driver 
Under "Open", you can load an already written IRC driver.  

The standard data ending is "*.irc." If you want to load a driver 

out of an existing CF-MEDIA project, then go in the specific 

project root. The files “8.out” till “15.out” are IRC-drivers. 
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 In case you accidentally selected an RSC driver, the 

following error message will appear: 

 

 
 

 

Print an IRC driver 
To print an IRC driver click on „IRC – file administration -> 

Print“. After choosing the right printer the IRC file is printed 

out. 
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5.3 REL Port 
The Systemport 16 at each CFMC-1 is the REL Port. Every 

CFMC-1 has 12 Relays.  

 

 
 
Edit Open the relay description popup 

 

Under "Edit", you can add names for every relay.  

First you type in the name you have chosen. By pressing the 

“Enter” button on your keyboard, the name is included in the 

list. 

You can finish the relay description by pushing  

 

Print Relay list 
To print the relay name list, click on “Print”.After choosing the 

right printer the IRC file is printed out. 

 

 
 

 From firmware version 1.52 on you can monitor each 

relay status.  

The Command syntax is 

Get Relais State~ 

 
The terminal program will answer: 

[System] RELAIS_STATE= Relays Status is 0(=on)/1(=off)  
For Example: [1] RELAIS_STATE=000010000000 

(all relays are off except relay number 5) 

 

 From firmware version 1.56 on you can set each relay 

status from your system.  

The Command syntax is 
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[System] SET RELAIS STATE= Relays Status  is 

0(=on)/1(=off)/_=not changed  
For Example: [1] SET RELAIS STATE=00__11100000 

(On System 1  

- Relay 1,2 and 8-12 are set to status „OFF“ 

- Relay 5-7 are set to status „ON“ and 

- Relay 3 and 4 aren’t changed) 

 

The answer is the new status of all relays.  

[System] RELAIS_STATE= Relays Status is 0(=on)/1(=off)  
For Example: [1] RELAIS_STATE=000111100000 

  

If the CF-MEDIA system doesn’t have any relays, an “E” for 

ERROR is the answer. 
 

 

5.4 TCP Ports 
The system ports 17 - 21 at each CFMC-1 are TCP Ports 

 

 
 
IP Set the the IP address and the system port to 

connect to the device 

New   produce a new driver  

Library select a driver from a data base 

-   remove the selected driver 

Edit  process the selected driver 

 

When pressing , a window appears. Here you type in the IP-

address of your device (for example a matrix switcher) and the 

communication port of the device. (Standard Port 23) 

 

Write and print a TCP-Driver 
Since the commands and the procedures are like producing a 

RSC-Driver, please look up in chapter 5.1 how you can write 

and print a RSC-/TCP-driver. 

 

 The clients IP addresses will be transmitted to the 

CFMC-1 by the configuration assistant (see chapter 8.1). Be 

advised to run the Configuration assistant after setting the 

device addresses again.  

 

Port 80 connection 
Starting with CFMC-1 firmware version 1.57 devices can be 

controlled which need a web-server to be controlled. An 

example is a multiple socket which can be implemented in a  
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local area network by an IP address and controlled via Ethernet 

over an html page. To transmit the commands to the device port 

80 is needed. 

To keep the traffic on the network as small as possible, the 

TCP/IP connection between the CF-MEDIA system and the 

device is closed shortly after transmitting the command. In a 

time <200ms the connection to a TCP/IP client with port 80 

declaration is established. Until the transmission the command 

is stored in the port. 

 

To implement a port 80 device in the CF-MEDIA system, the 

port has to be changed from 23 to 80 beneath the IP-address of 

the device. 
 

 

 

The IP-addresses and ports of the TCP/IP clients are 

transmitted with the help of the configuration assistant to the 

CF-MEDIA system (further information see chapter 8.1). 

Therefore we suggest to use the configuration assistant at least 

one time to transmit the needed data. 

 

Create an input driver (Bidiwork) 
 

For full bidirectional function on port 17 & 18 create an “input” 

driver. The content of this driver assigns the reaction for 

possible responses. 

 

If you would like to create a new driver, press the button 

"New", and the driver-menu is called. 

 

There you can transact following input: 

• Define the name of the manufacturer (duty-field) 

• Define the name of the appliance-model (duty-field) 

• The name of the protocol 

• In the area "Info text" maximum 80 signs explanatory can 

be included. 
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For editing an input driver there are additional controls 

•  With that button it is possible to display the received 

data of the interface. Useful tools get visible. 

• If the device to be controlled is available there is a simple 

way to receive the input data by sending commands through 

the output driver. 

  The output driver can be chosen from 

  library or the actual project 

  The chosen driver is displayed as 

 
• By clicking on  you activate the monitoring. The 

button changes to  . After receiving data or by 

clicking a new driver monitoring is deactivated. Received 

data can be analysed. 

• A command for the device can be chosen from listing and 

transmitted to the connected device by clicking to  . 

• In the field the received data is shown 

 
If the device for controlling is not present an editor can be 

opened by  and marking of “Inputs”  . Data can be 

put in in a simple way. Previous entered data can be deleted by 

marking “Delete”. 

 
 

Data can be added in HEX or ASCII. 

 

Necessary symbols can be inserted by preset buttons 

 is corresponding to HEX 0D0A 

 is corresponding to HEX 0D 

 is corresponding to HEX 0A 

 is corresponding to HEX 02 

 is corresponding to HEX 03 

 

After that the procedure is identical to analyse data. 

 

By Drag and Drop data and position can be copied to be 

analysed. 
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There are up to 3 steps to analyse the data. 

 

• Analysis 1 It analyses if up to 5 characters are present at a 

  given position in the received data. 

  If this is not qualified, continue with 

  analysis 2. Give a hook into the check box  

  . The button 

  changes and analysis 2 is activated. 

 

• Analysis 2 also looks for up to 5 characters at another 

  given position. It is linked with a logical AND 

  to analysis 1. If analysis 1 and 2 are not even  

  qualified, proceed with analysis 3. 

    
 

 

• Analysis 3 this tools offers 7 optional functions to extract 

  valuable data 

 

 

o Option 1  enables to 

  search for a 

string in the received data 

 

o Option 2  this is in 

  advance to 

option 1. The position of the search string 

can be specified 

 

o Option 3  the decimal 

  value at a 

specified position gets stored in a 

variable 

 

o Option 4  allows to 

  store the 

decimal value found after a search string 

into a variable 

 

o Option 5  this function 

  stores up to 6 

ASCII-Codes from dedicated positions to 

variables 
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o Option 6  

  stores up to 

6 ASCII-Codes one after the other 

following a search string into variables 

 

o Option 7   

  stores up to 

6 ASCII-Codes one after the other before 

a search string into variables 

 

Analysis 1, 2 or 3 can be used independent. If you don’t wish to 

use a step, press  or 

. 

If criteria are sufficient, delete the hook in the check box 

 or  to 

terminate the processing. 

 

By the button ,  or  you navigate all 

steps of analysis. 

 

If the conditions are all true the allocated command(s) are 

processed. 

 

In the command lines editor a short description of a command 

integrated in the macro can be written in the white field. 

 

A command can be typed manually in the yellow field below 

the command-short-description or you compose the commands 

via "Protocol designers help" [(F10) see chapter 6.5 for further 

information].  

Via „Takes on“ (F5) the command is transferred into the 

macro-list. 

If you go in the list on a registered command, then you can 

erasure a command with ,  move the command 

higher with  move the command lower in the table 

with . 

 

The interpretation will be continued. 
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In some cases there is more information in a received string. 

 

For example Matrix KOMTECH K4 

 

 PC -> Device Device -> PC 
Switch Video SV01,01[CRLF] [CRLF]SV01,01[CRLF] 

Switch Audio SA01,01[CRLF] [CRLF]SA01,01[CRLF] 
Switch both SB01,01[CRLF] [CRLF]SV01,01[CRLF].. 

[CRLF]SA01.01[CRLF] 

 

If data for video is detected the data for audio gets lost. 

By setting a hook in the check box, the data doesn’t get lost. 

 -> 
 

 
 

5.5 EIB Port 
An EIB1 module in your project only has one EIB Port. Every 

EIB1 module can control up to 250 EIB addresses. The 

addresses are stored on the module as an address-driver. You 

have the following possibilities to implement an EIB driver in 

your project: 

 

 
 
New   write a new EIB driver 

Library  Load an existing EIB driver 

-   Delete the existing EIB driver of the project 

Edit   Edit the included EIB driver. 

 

Test the connection to an EIB1 module 
You can send commands to the EIB-bus directly by clicking on  

. The following window opens: 

 

 
 

There you see the actual chosen EIB address and the chosen 

command. In the field “data-field” you can type in a value and 

by clicking on , the value is send to the specific 

EIB-address.  closes the window.. 
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 To control the commands, a connection must be active 

between the programming PC and the EIB1module. If you want 

to test the commands directly in the EIB-bus system a 

connection between the EIB1 module and the EIB-bus must be 

also active. 

 

Write an EIB driver 
If you want to write a new driver, click on the button „New“ 

and the driver menu opens. 

 

The following driver attributes can be set: 

• The name of the driver (default project name) 

• The version number of the driver (Revision)  

• You can write a small description of the driver in the „Info 

text“ text box (up to 80 signs) 

 

 

Implement an EIB command 
If you want to you’re your command a small description, you 

can type it in the  text 

line. 

 

An EIB-address can be typed in as a 2-digits, 3-digits or as an 

integer value. 

By clicking on the black arrows you can easily lower or higher 

the typed in address. If the check box “Auto” is checked, the 

next command will automatically have an address which has the 

actual value increased by one. 

 

 
 

By clicking on the dropdown menu you can choose which kind 

of command should be send to the EIB-bus address.  

 

• Switch: two statuses of a device can be send (for example a 

light switcher) 
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• Dimm: dimms a device (for example a light dimmer)  

o Value 0 = dimm stop 

o Value 1 = dimm + 

o Value 9 = dimm - 

• Value 0…100%: sets a specific device to a specific value 

(for example light control)  

 

Value 0…255: sets a specific device to a specific value (for 

example heat control) 

• Value -127…+127: sets a specific device to a specific value 

(for example air conditioning control) 

• Value 0…360°: sets a specific device to a specific degree 

(for example dome camera) 

• Value 0…65535: sets a specific device to a specific value 

(for example light control) 

• Value -32768…+35767: sets a specific device to a specific 

value (for example light control) 

• EIS –Float: sets a specific device to a specific value (for 

example heat control) 

• EIS –time: sets a specific device to a certain time (for 

example heat control) 

• EIS –date: sets a specific device to a certain date (for 

example heat control) 

• IEEE –Float: sets a specific device to a specific value (for 

example heat control) 

 

Read in the EIB device manual to choose the right 

command for it.  

 

The EIB1 module basically reads and analyses all own EIB 

address-telegramms without read request. All write –

telegramms on the EIB-bus are also read and analysed by the 

EIB1 module. If the EIB1 module is connected and 

disconnected regurlarly to the EIB bus system and you want to 

use the actual values of the EIB-addresses click on the check 

box  to automatically start the EIB-address status 

information request when booting up the EIB1 module to get 

the actual statuses of the EIB-addresses implemented in the bus 

system.  
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Trigger addresses are often close to an EIB actuator. 

For example, a Dimm-actuator has the address (0/1), a dimming 

address (up/dn) and a value address (0-100% or 0-255).  

If the value of the dimmer is changed by using the UP/DN 

buttons, the Dimm-STOP telegram can’t be received. 

By using the trigger address, a read operation is started and the 

surface of the control panel(s) can be updated.  

 

If you want to use an already typed in address, then 

• Choose the row or type in the EIB Address 

• click on  >   

• click on the yellow field 

• click on , to implement the trigger Address 

function. 

 

A trigger-address can be removed by  

• clicking on the command row 

• clicking on  

• clicking on the yellow field 

• click on  to accept the trigger address 

removal. 

 

To avoid an endless request loop, setting status 

addresses can be useful. Status addresses generate a response 

telegram automatically when the value is changed.  

 

After chosen the EIB address, the command for the EIB address 

and wether having the Start-polling and/or the Trigger-address 

function in the command or not, you can also add the command 

for your surface on the touch panel by clicking on the single 

yellow line. 

In the dropdown menu, you can choose between 3 standard 

functions. If you want to do an other action in the CF-MEDIA 

System, you can implement it by clicking on 

.  

 

By clicking on , a  window opens, where you can type in 

the CF-MEDIA panel-ID of your touch panel and the WPP 

leveler-ID or button-ID of the control device you want to 

influence. 

By clicking on “OK” the generated command string appears in 

the yellow line.  
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The standard functions are: 

• Set wpp-button to EIB Value 

o Sets an ON/OFF button to the actual EIB value of a 

light switcher 

o Example string: 

TO_SETVAR[2:1]1VAR=1~IF[2]VAR=1VAL=

0!SEND_COMMAND[128]BUTT_OFF=111.~I

F[2]VAR=1VAL=1!SEND_COMMAND[128]B

UTT_ON=111.~ 

o Explanation: 

On system 2 (EIB system), port 1 use variable 

1(variable 1, because the command line will be in 

row 1 of the command table). Store the EIB-value 

in variable 1.  

If the variable has the status 0 send to the touch 

panel with the ID=128 and the button with the 

ID=111 the status=OFF. 

If the variable has the status 1 send to the touch 

panel with the ID=128 and the button with the 

ID=111 the status=ON. 

• Set wpp-leveler to EIB-value 0-255 

o Sets a leveler to the actual EIB Value of a light 

dimmer. The values are fitted to the 26 steps of a 

WPP-leveler 

o Example string: 

TO_SETVAR[2:1]5VAR=5~ 

SETVAR[2]VAR=500VAL=10~ 

VARDIVI=5[2]VAR1=5VAR2=500~ 

SEND_COMMAND[153]LEVEL=99VAL_VV=

5DEV=2~ 

o Explanation: 

On system 2 (EIB system), port 1 use variable 

5(variable 5, because the command line will be in 

row 5 of the command table). Store the EIB-value 

in variable 5.  

Set variable 500 to value 10. 

Divide variable 5 by variable 500 and store it in 

variable 5. 

Send to the touch panel with the ID=153 and to 

the leveler on the touch panel surface with the 

ID=99 the position number stored in variable 5. 
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• Set wpp-leveler to EIB-value 0-100% 

o Sets a leveler to the actual EIB Value of a light 

dimmer. The values are fitted to the 26 steps of a 

WPP-leveler 

o Example string: 

TO_SETVAR[2:1]5VAR=5~ 

SETVAR[2]VAR=500VAL=4~ 

VARDIVI=5[2]VAR1=5VAR2=500~ 

SEND_COMMAND[1128]LEVEL=35VAL_VV

=5DEV=2~ 

o Explanation: 

On system 2 (EIB system), port 1 use variable 

5(variable 5, because the command line will be in 

row 5 of the command table). Store the EIB-value 

in variable 5.  

Set variable 500 to value 4. 

Divide variable 5 by variable 500 and store it in 

variable 5. 

Send to the touch panel with the ID=1128 and to 

the leveler on the touch panel surface with the 

ID=35 the position number stored in variable 5 in 

device 2. 

 

By clicking on  the commands are included in 

the command table.  

 

 You cannot implement commands from the protocol 

designers help and the preset-help at the same time. 

  

If you maximize the EIB driver window you can get a alot 

of information about the command line implemented in the 

table: 

• Short description 

o The short description of the command 

• Adress Type 

o The address of the EIB-device (3-digit) 

o The type of command 

• EIB-bus receiving event 

o The command developed in the yellow command 

line 
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• E|E|S|T 

o E = EIB address as integer value 

o E = EIB format (affected by the chosen command 

type) 

o S = Start-Poll (affected by the  check 

box) 

o T = typed in trigger address 

 

Up to 250 commands can be implemented in one EIB1 module.  

 

 

Open an EIB driver 
To open a stored EIB driver, just click on „File“ -> „Open“. 

The file ending is „*.eib“  

 

 

 

Save an EIB driver 
If you want to save a driver, you have different possibilities. 

„Save in file“ saves the driver in a data file  

„Save in project“ saves the driver in the project. 

„Save as...“ saves the driver in a root manually chosen by you. 

 

 

Print an EIB driver 
You can print your EIB-list for further use. To print the list, 

click on „File“ -> „Print“. In the appearing window the right 

printer can be chosen. 

 

Example: 

• Command table 

 
 

• Printed table 
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In the „System properties“ menu, you can perform the 

composition of the commands, macros write e-mails and 

declare system-variables.  

In the first step, you select the wished CF-MEDIA system, at 

which you want to put in program-technical specifications.  

 

6.1 Start-macro 
A start-macro is executed if a CFMC-1 reboots. It reboots if the 

command "reboot" is typed in, the CF-Karte is pushed in the 

CF-slot. 

Through a start-macro, one can succeed in a certain beginning-

condition being gained with appliances or circuits. 

 

Library select a macro from a data base 

Edit   process the selected macro 

-   remove the selected macro 

 

"Edit", opens the macro building surface. With help of the 

protocol-designer, up to 20 commands can be deposited in the 

start macro. How the commands can be included in the macro, 

please look up in the chapters 6.4 and 6.5. 

 

6.2 System-macros 
In system-macros, up to 20 commands can be set apage, that are 

worked off one after the other. Macros can be implemented as 

far as to the CompactFlash-data storage limit (maximum 

32000). 

 

New  produce a new system-macro 

Library  select a macro from a data base 

Edit  process an arbitrary macro 

-   remove the selected macro 

 

"New" opens the macro building surface. With help of the 

protocol-designer, up to 20 commands can be deposited in the 

start macro. How the commands can be included in the macro, 

please look up in the chapters 6.4 and 6.5. 

With   "Edit", you can process every macro, which is integrated 

into the project. 

A selection-menu, that shows the macros already integrated into 

the project, is prepared for it. 
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With the option “Sort by” you can choose the sorting of macros 

in this window 

 respectively . 

 

Sorting criteria stays selected until the next changing. 

 

  
 

If you want to print your macro list for documentation, click on 

“Print”.  All macro names and macro ID-numbers are printed 

out in the list. 

 

 
 

6.3 End-Macro 
If a CF-card is extracted from the CF-Slot of the CFMC-1, one 

can reach a certain final condition of the system through an end-

macro. It can be turned off all LEDs at the front, for example, or 

can be passed on commands to other CF-MEDIA appliances. 

 

Library  select a macro from a data base 

Edit   process the selected macro 

-   remove the selected macro 
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With „Edit“  the macro building surface is called. With help of 

the protocol-designer, up to 20 commands can be deposited in 

the start macro. How the commands can be included in the 

macro, please look up in the chapters 6.4 and 6.5. 

 

 In an end-macro, no commands of devices whose 

drivers are on the extracted CF-Card, can be given. 

 

6.4 Generate a Macro 
No matter whether start, end, or system-macro all commands 

for the macros are put together in the same surface. If you want 

to generate a start- or end-macro please click on “EDIT”. If you 

want to generate a normal macro, please click on “NEW” 

 

Following input can be performed: 

• The name of the relevant macro. Start and End macro 

already have default macro names. 

• The category of the macro (for example “help-macro”, 

“main-macro” or “switching macro”) 

• A descriptive info-text (maximum 80 signs) Here you can 

describe the function of the specific macro. 

 

 A command line accepts up to 230 characters. Different 

commands must be separated by tilde (~). 

 

In the command lines editor a short description of a command 

integrated in the macro can be written in the white field.  

A command can be typed manually in the yellow field below 

the command-short-description or you compose the commands 

via "Protocol designers help" [(F10) see chapter 6.5 for further 

information].  

Via „Takes on“ (F5) the command is transferred into the 

macro-list. 

If you go in the list on a registered command, then you can 

erasure a command with ,  move the command 

higher with  move the command lower in the table 

with . 

 

 Unique name-assignments and small descriptions of the 

commands eases the handling in the macro. 
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Save a Macro: 
You can save a macro on three different types: 

• In project: The macro is saved only in the project.  

• In file: The macro is saved as *.mac data file in you macro 

library. Other projects can later access the macro 

• Save as...: The macro is saved in a manually established 

place. 

 

 Up to 20 commands can be integrated in a macro. If 

however, more than 20 commands are needed, then another 

macro can be called in the last command line of the “main” 

macro that includes the remaining commands. 

 

Load a Macro: 
Under„File“ -> „Open“ you can load a saved macro. The data 

ending is „*.mac“. 

 

 If a macro is stored in a project, the file-name of the macro 

appears in the page “macros” (see chapter 6.2)  

 

 

Print a Macro: 
Under„File“ -> „Print“ you can print the opened macro. Every 

command line and short description is printed. 
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6.5 Protocol designers help 
The "Protocol designers help", was developed in order to 

relieve the programmer of a project as much programming-

work as possible. It can be opened at different places of the CF-

MEDIA studio. 

First, you select the relevant CF-MEDIA system where you 

want to build a command for in the upper part. 

 

 
 

In the midsection, the commands can be put together. 

Descriptions of the different possibilities to put a command 

together are shown in the following chapters. 

At the sub-edge of the menu, you can take over the command 

by clicking on "OK". The command string is shown in the 

"Command-syntax" line. 

The command can be tried out by "Send" on its correctness. 

The command is sent to the specific device.  

By clicking on "Copy" you can copy the syntax in the pc-cache 

to use the command syntax in another program (for example in 

an html page). 

  

 
 

By using the “add it” button, the chosen command is copied 

behind the command string already existing in the macro 

command line. Commands are separated by the “~” character. 

The commands in the command line are send away one after the 

other beginning with the first one in the line. 

Commands string with a total length of up to 230 characters can 

be implemented in one command line. 

 

A “WAIT” command is only delaying the command string 

implemented with. 

 

6.5.1 Device connection – output command 
In the surface of the “Device connection – output command”, a 

certain command from a certain driver can be chosen. This can 

only happen, if already a driver was assigned to a port (see 

chapter 5). 

 

Output: Select the relevant port. If the relevant port includes 

a driver, then the manufacturer-name and the appliance-

model appears under the selected port. 
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Command: Here you can establish which type of command 

you would like to use. There are 4 basic commands: 

 TO: Using the Toggle function, the command will be send 

once to the connected device. In case that command is 

used for two different states, the condition is changed 

back and forth  (for example  ON/OFF function  at a 

remote control). The TO command is the most used 

command for IR-/RSC- and TCP-drivers. 

 ON: The ON Command is send 25 times to guarantee the 

device gets the command. This command is mostly used 

to turn a relay or an input on. 

 

OFF: The OFF command switches a specific state to off. It is 

usually used with relays or Input ports. 

TOTALOFF: This specific command switches all relays off. 

 

Function-No: To complete the command syntax, you must 

assign a function to the syntax. With a driver deposited in the 

port, you can choose yourself one of the driver's relevant 

functions. The number above the selection shows the line, 

where you find the function in the driver. 

 

The command-syntax is:  

Command [System : Port] Function ~  
Example:  

TO [1:16]1~ 

(toggle the first relay in system one) 

 

You can combine a driver with a variable. If you want to sent a 

specific function of a driver depending on the value saved in a 

variable, then place the check mark on . 

The actual value saved in the variable will be the function in the 

driver which is sent to the device. 

 

The command-syntax is:  

Command_VV [System : Port] Variable ~  
Example:  

TO_VV [1:16]7~ 

(toggle the relay in system one) 
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6.5.2 Execute Macro  
In a macro one or several macros can be executed.  

You can choose a macro from the list of the macros which are 

saved in the project. 

The number above the selection shows the internal project-

macro-number. The first macro has the number "0." 

 

The command-syntax is:  

Macro [System] Macro-Number ~  
Example:  

MACRO [1]0~ 

(use macro one from system one) 

 

If you want to know how you can build up a macro, please look 

in chapter 6.4 . 

 

6.5.3 Send E-Mail  
In a macro, e-mails can be included. 

You can choose an e-mail from list of the e-mails which are 

saved in the project. 

The number above the selection shows the internal project-e-

mail-number. The first e-mail has the number "0." 

 

The command-syntax is:  

Sendemail [System] E-Mail-Number ~  
Example:  

Sendemail [1]0~ 

(send e-mail one from system 1)  

 
If you want to know ho you can build up an e-mail, please look 

in chapter 6.6 . 

 

6.5.4 Condition dependent command (IF_Then) 
You can call a command through a condition-dependent 

command when a specific event appears. This kind of command 

type is often used to define an action which should be executed 

if a special status is on. 
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Following conditions can be performed: 

 

Variable compares 
In the CF-MEDIA system, variables can be defined and set. 

With the “variable compares” function the value of a variable 

can be compared to a defined status.  

 

You can compare a variable with the following types: 

• equal: If the value of the variable equals a defined value or 

a value of another variable then a waiting loop starts or 

another command is send to a system. 

• not equal: If the value of the variable doesn’t equal a 

defined value or a value of another variable then a waiting 

loop starts or another command is send to a system. 

• greater than: If the value of the variable is greater than a 

defined value or a value of another variable then a waiting 

loop starts or another command is send to a system. 

• less than: If the value of the variable is lesser than a defined 

value or a value of another variable then a waiting loop 

starts or another command is send to a system. 

• greater-equal: If the value of the variable is greater than or 

equals a defined value or a value of another variable then a 

waiting loop starts or another command is send to a system. 

• less-equal: If the value of the variable is lesser than or 

equals a defined value or a value of another variable then a 

waiting loop starts or another command is send to a system. 

 

1. You can select a certain variable and compare it’s value with 

a specified value. 

 

The command-syntax is:  

IF [System] VAR comparison Variable VAL=Value  

!Command. ~  
Example:  

IF [1] VAR=1 VAL=1 !TO [1:1] 1.~ 

(If variable no. 1 has value=1 toggle on system 1 the command 

no.1 of the device 1 (RSC-port 1)) 

 

2. You can compare a variable with another variable and trigger 

a command. To use this function, the box „Variable-value“ 

must be checked.  
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The command-syntax is:  

IF [System] VAR= Variable A VAL_VV Comparison 

Variable B !Command . ~  
Example:  

IF [1] VAR=5 VAL_VV<7 !TO [1:8] 1.~ 

(If the value of variable no. 5 is lesser than the value of variable 

7 toggle on system 1 the command no.1 of the device 8 (IRC-

port 1)) 

 

Date compares 
You can define a special event depending on a selected date. 

 

 Through leaving out an entry in a field (for example with 

year and month), the events can occur many times in the 

assigned framework. The entry field doesn’t occur in the 

command syntax (see second syntax example). 

 

The command-syntax is:  

IF [System] DATE Y= Year M=Month D=Day !command. ~  
Example:  

IF [1] DATE Y=2006 M=12 D=24 !TO [1:16] 1.~ 

(On 24.12.2006 toggle relay 1 on system 1) 

 

Example:  

IF [1] DATE M=12 D=24 !TO [1:16] 1.~ 

(On every 24.12. toggle relay 1 on system 1) 

 

Weekday compares 
At a certain weekday, a command can be caused. Following 

numbers stand for each weekdays: 

• 1 = Sunday 

• 2 = Monday 

• 3 = Tuesday 

• 4 = Wednesday 

• 5 = Thursday 

• 6 = Friday 

• 7 = Saturday 

 

The command-syntax is:  

IF [System] DAYOFWEEK=Day !command. ~  
Example:  

IF [1] DAYOFWEEK=4 !TO [1:16] 11.~ 

(Every Wednesday toggle relay 11 on system 1) 
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Time compares 
To a certain time, a command can be caused. There are different 

types to compare. 

 

You can compare the timer with the following types: 

• equal: If the system-clock of the selected system equals the 

defined time then a waiting loop starts or another command 

is send to a system. 

• not equal: If the system-clock of the selected system 

doesn’t equal the defined time then a waiting loop starts or 

another command is send to a system. 

• greater than: If the system-clock of the selected system is 

greater than the defined time then a waiting loop starts or 

another command is send to a system. 

• less than: If the system-clock of the selected system is 

lesser than the defined time then a waiting loop starts or 

another command is send to a system. 

• greater-equal: If the system-clock of the selected system is 

greater than or equals the defined time then a waiting loop 

starts or another command is send to a system. 

• less-equal: If the system-clock of the selected system is 

lesser than or equals the defined time then a waiting loop 

starts or another command is send to a system. 

 

The command-syntax is:  

IF [System] CLOCK Comparison Hourtime !Command . ~  
Example:  

IF [1] CLOCK<2359 !TO [3:16] 1.~ 

(IF the system-clock is lesser than 23:59 o’clock toggle relay 1 

on system 3) 

 

Hourmeter compare 
You can compare the hourmeter of a device to a specific 

amount of hours. 

 

The different comparing modes are: 

You can compare the timer with the following types: 

• equal: If the hourmeter of the device of the selected system 

equals the defined value of runtime hours then a waiting 

loop starts or another command is send to a system. 

• not equal: If the hourmeter of the device of the selected 

system doesn’t equal the defined value of runtime hours 

then a waiting loop starts or another command is send to a 

system. 
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• greater than: If the hourmeter of the device of the selected 

system is greater than the defined value of runtime hours  

• then a waiting loop starts or another command is send to a 

system. 

• less than: If the hourmeter of the device of the selected 

system is lesser than the defined value of runtime hours then 

a waiting loop starts or another command is send to a 

system. 

• greater-equal: If the hourmeter of the device of the 

selected system is greater than or equals the defined value of 

runtime hours then a waiting loop starts or another 

command is send to a system. 

• less-equal: If the hourmeter of the device of the selected 

system is lesser than or equals the defined value of runtime 

hours then a waiting loop starts or another command is send 

to a system. 

 

The command-syntax is:  

IF [System] HOURMETER=Port VAL Comparison Hours 

!Command . ~  
Example:  

IF [1] HOURMETER=4 VAL<=1 !TO [1:16] 4.~ 

(If the hourmeter of port 4 is lesser than or equals 1 hour then 

toggle relay 4 on system 1) 

 

Timer hours compare 
Every CF-MEDIA system unit possesses an integrated hour-

runtime-counter. This also can be interrogated and integrated 

into a command. 

 

You can compare the system - hour counter with the following 

types: 

• equal: If the system - hour counter of the selected system 

equals the defined time a waiting loop starts or another 

command is send to a system. 

• not equal: If the system - hour counter of the selected 

system doesn’t equal the defined time a waiting loop starts 

or another command is send to a system. 

• greater than: If the system - hour counter of the selected 

system is greater than the defined time a waiting loop starts 

or another command is send to a system. 

• less than: If the system - hour counter of the selected 

system is lesser than the defined time a waiting loop starts 

or another command is send to a system. 
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• greater-equal: If the system - hour counter of the selected 

system is greater than or equals the defined time a waiting 

loop starts or another command is send to a system. 

• less-equal: If the system - hour counter of the selected 

system is lesser than or equals the defined time a waiting 

loop starts or another command is send to a system. 

 

The command-syntax is:  

IF [System] TIMER VAL Comparison Hours !Command . ~  
Example:  

IF [1] TIMER VAL>=21 !TO [1:6] 1.~ 

(If the system hour counter equals or is greater than 21 hours, 

toggle in system 1 in port 6 (RSC-port) command 1) 

 

Variable with time compares 
You can store a clock time in a variable to compare this variable 

with the system-clock and send commands if needed.  

 

If you want to store a time in a variable please keep in 

mind that you have to store the time in the following way: 

 

HHMM as a number 

 

Example: 

1750 equals the time 17:50 o’clock 

 

You can compare a variable and the system-clock with the 

following types: 

• equal: If the system-clock of the selected system equals the 

value of the variable a waiting loop starts or another 

command is send to a system. 

• not equal: If the system-clock of the selected system 

doesn’t equal the value of the variable a waiting loop starts 

or another command is send to a system. 

• greater than: If the system-clock of the selected system is 

greater than the value of the variable a waiting loop starts or 

another command is send to a system. 

• less than: If the system-clock of the selected system is 

lesser than the value of the variable a waiting loop starts or 

another command is send to a system. 

• greater-equal: If the system-clock of the selected system is 

greater than or equals the value of the variable a waiting 

loop starts or another command is send to a system. 
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• less-equal: If the system-clock of the selected system is 

lesser than or equals the value of the variable a waiting loop 

starts or another command is send to a system. 

 

The command-syntax is:  

IF [System] VAR= Variable VV Comparison CLOCK 

!Command . ~  
Example:  

IF [1] VAR=6 VV<=CLOCK !TO [1:16] 1.~ 

(If the value of the variable 6 is lesser than or equals the 

system-clock, toggle relay 1 in system 1) 

 

Variable with timer hours compares 
You can store a time in a variable to compare this variable with 

the system-hourmeter and send commands if needed. 

 

You can compare a variable and the system-hourmeter with the 

following types: 

• equal: If the system-hourmeter of the selected system 

equals the value of the variable a waiting loop starts or 

another command is send to a system. 

• not equal: If the system- hourmeter of the selected system 

doesn’t equal the value of the variable a waiting loop starts 

or another command is send to a system. 

• greater than: If the system- hourmeter of the selected 

system is greater than the value of the variable a waiting 

loop starts or another command is send to a system. 

• less than: If the system- hourmeter of the selected system is 

lesser than the value of the variable a waiting loop starts or 

another command is send to a system. 

• greater-equal: If the system- hourmeter of the selected 

system is greater than or equals the value of the variable a 

waiting loop starts or another command is send to a system. 

• less-equal: If the system- hourmeter of the selected system 

is lesser than or equals the value of the variable a waiting 

loop starts or another command is send to a system. 

 

The command-syntax is:  

IF [System] VAR= Variable VV Comparison TIMER 

!Command . ~  
Example:  

IF [1] VAR=4 VV=TIMER !SENDEMAIL [1] 0.~ 

(If the value of variable 4 equals the system-hourcounter send e-

mail number 1) 
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Choose the consequence-command 
There are two possibilities to define a consequence-command: 

 

1. If you want to start the “THEN” cause with a wait 

command, click the check box 

.  

a. Before you do this, please first configure your 

WAIT command (see chapter 6.5.5) 

b. If you configure your WAIT command after you 

have clicked on the check box, just return from the 

WAIT page to the IF_THEN page and the WAIT 

command will be implemented in the command 

syntax. 

 

The command-syntax is:  

IF [System] VAR= Variable VAL Comparison Value 

!WAIT Time [System] {Command}. ~  
Example:  

IF [1] VAR=7 VAL>=5 !WAIT 55 [1] {TO [1:9] 15}.~ 

(IF the value of the variable 7 equals or is higher than the value 

“5” wait 5.5 seconds and then toggle on system 1, port 9 (IRC-

port) command 15) 

 

2. You can use all other functions of the CF-MEDIA protocol 

designer help except IF_THEN and WAIT commands.  

Under "System" can be decided whether the command should 

be executed in the same CF-MEDIA system or in another. 

 

The command-syntax is:  

IF [System] VAR= Variable VAL Comparison Value   

!Command. ~  
Example:  

IF [2] TIMER VAL=5 !MACRO [1] 0.~ 

(IF the system-hourtimer of system 2 equals 5 (hours) execute 

macro 1 in system 1) 
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6.5.5 Wait loop with closing command (WAIT) 
Through a WAIT command you can delay a command about up 

to 9999 tenth of seconds. 

There are two possibilities to define a consequence-command: 
 

 

1. After you have set a WAIT loop you can set an IF-THEN 

command by clicking on the 

 check box . 
a. Before you do this, please first configure your 

IF_THEN command (see chapter 6.5.4) 

b. If you configure your IF_THEN command after you 

have clicked on the check box, just return from the 

IF_THEN page to the WAIT page and the IF_THEN 

command will be implemented in the command 

syntax. 

 
The command-syntax is:  

WAIT Time {IF [System] VAR= Variable VAL Comparison 

Value  ! Command.} ~  
Example:  

WAIT 55 [1] {IF [1] VAR=7 VAL>=5 !TO [1:16] 1.}~ 

(Wait 5.5 seconds. If variable 7 in system 1 has a value equal or 

bigger than 5 toggle relay 1 in system 1) 

 
2.  You can use all other functions of the CF-MEDIA protocol 

designer help except IF_THEN and WAIT commands.  

Under "System" can be decided whether the command should 

be executed in the same CF-MEDIA system or in another. 

 

The command-syntax is:  

WAIT Time [System] {Command} ~  
Example:  

WAIT 235 [1] {TO [1:16] 5}~ 

(Wait 23.5 seconds. Toggle relay 5 on system 1) 

 

6.5.6 System-variable administration 
    In the system-variable-administration, you can put variables on a 

    certain value, change or calculate variables. 

 

1. Values settings 
Variables are set to specific value. 

 

Variable: 
In the Drop Down menu, you can choose the variable you 

would like to change 
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Command: 
There are three different ways to set up a specific value to a 

variable: 

• “Variable on value places”: The variable is set up to the 

specific value 

 

The command-syntax is:  

SETVAR [System] VAR= Variable VAL= Value ~  

Example:  

SETVAR [2] VAR=14 VAL=56~ 

(Set variable 14 on value 56) 

 

• “Variable about value increases”: The variable will be 

increased with a certain value  

 

The command-syntax is:  

SETVAL= + Value [System] VAR= Variable ~  

Example:  

SETVAL=+32 [2] VAR=1~ 

(Increase variable 1 at value 32) 

 

• “Variable about value decreases”: The variable will be 

decreased with a certain value  

 

The command-syntax is:  

SETVAL= - Value [System] VAR= Variable ~  

Example:  

SETVAL=+72 [2] VAR=31~ 

(Decrease variable 31 at value 72) 

 

Value: 

About which value the variable should be altered, is decided by 

input of a value in field "Value" 

 

2. Values calculate 

With the help of the “Values calculate” option you can do basic 

mathematical calculation. 

 

Result-variable –X-.: 
In the Drop Down menu, you choose the variable that you 

would like to change 

Variable –A-: 
In the Drop Down menu, you choose the variable number 1, 

which shall be used for calculation. 
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Method: 
You can choose between the calculating modes  

• +  = increase the value of variable A by the value of  

    variable B and store the result in variable X 

• -  = decrease the value of variable A by the value of  

    variable B and store the result in variable X 

• *  = multiply the value of variable A with the value of 

    variable B and store the result in variable X 

• /  = divide the value of variable A by the value of             

    variable B and store the result in variable X 

Variable –B-: 
In the Drop Down menu, you choose the variable number 2, 

which shall be used for calculation. 

 

The command-syntax is: 

VARMethode= Variable–X- [System] VAR1=Variable-A- 

VAR2=Variable-B-~  
Example:  

VARMULTI=22 [1] VAR1=11 VAR2=12~ 

(Multiply the values of variables 11 and 12 and store the result 

in variable 22) 

 

6.5.7 System-hour counter 
The internal hour-counter of the CF-MEDIA system can be 

influenced by the following commands: 

•••• Start timers: The business-hour-counter of the system is 

started 

 

The command-syntax is:  

Command Timer [System] ~  
Example:  

START TIMER [1] ~ 

(Start the system-hour counter on system 1) 

 

•••• Stop timers: The business-hour-counter of the system is 

stopped 

 

The command-syntax is:  

Command Timer [System] ~  
Example:  

STOP TIMER [1] ~ 

(Stop the system-hour counter on system 1) 

 

•••• Timers reset: There business-hour-counter of the system is 

put to 0 hours 
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The command-syntax is:  

Command Timer [System] ~  
Example:  

RESET TIMER [4] ~ 

(Reset the system-hour counter on system 4) 

 

•••• Timer hours on value place: The business-hour-counter is 

put on a certain value. The value  

 

The command-syntax is:  

SET TIMER [System] HOUR= Value~  
Example:  

SET TIMER [2] HOUR=14~ 

(Set the system-hour counter on system 2 to 14 hours) 

 

6.5.8 System-clock 
In every CFMC-1 system a system-clock is integrated to 

execute time based commands. In this window you can change 

the system clock of the chosen system. 

 

The command-syntax is:  

SET CLOCK=Hour time ~  
Example:  

SET CLOCK=1659 [1]~ 

(Set the system-clock of system 1 to 16:59 o’clock) 

 

6.5.9 System-date 
In every CFMC-1 system a calender is integrated to execute 

date based commands. In this window you can change the 

calender of the chosen system. 

 

The command-syntax is:  

SET Date=Date [System] ~  
Example:  

SET DATE=1.11.2007 [3]~ 

(Set the date of system 3 to 01.11.2007 [first day in November 

2007]) 
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6.5.10 Panel-command 
You can influence the surface of a page produced by the 

WinPaDPro designer. 

 

Every Panel has a specific panel number. The default number in 

WinPaDPro designer is 128. Several panels can have the same 

panel number. If you have panels with different panel numbers 

but want to send a certain command to all panels, you can 

manually type in the panel number “32100” or click on 

. 

 

If you want to influence several panels be sure that every 

influenced page, button or leveller have the same ID. 

 

You can use different commands to change the surface of a 

panel.: 

• Change page 
A certain page is loaded. Either, the straight page-ID is declared 

or the page-ID is called by the value of a specific variable. 

  

The command-syntax is:  

SEND_COMMAND [Operating control-Nr.] Page=Page-ID 

~  
Example:  

SEND_COMMAND [128] PAGE=1~ 

(show the page with the ID 1 on panel ID 128) 

 

Or with using a variable 

SEND_COMMAND [Operating control-Nr.] 

Page_VV=Variable ~  
Example:  

SEND_COMMAND [128] PAGE_VV=5~ 

(Show the page-ID based on the stored value in variable 5 on 

panel with the ID 128) 

 

If you have more than one CF-MEDIA system integrated in 

your project you have the opportunity to choose from which 

system the variable should be from. Default value is the 

connected system. If you want to change the system-ID change 

the blue number next to the variable field. 

 

The command syntax will be added with “DEV=System” 
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The direct connected system is the system you are loading 

on the CF-MEDIA data files build in the CF-MEDIA Studio. 

 

The full command-syntax is:  

SEND_COMMAND [Operating control-Nr.] 

Page_VV=Variable DEV=System ~  
Example:  

SEND_COMMAND [32100] PAGE_VV=5 DEV=9~  

(Show the page-ID based on the stored value in variable 5 in 

system 9 on every panel) 

 

 

• Show popup page 
A selected Popup-page is loaded. Either, the straight popup-

page-ID is declared or the popup-page-ID is called by the value 

of a specific variable. 

 

The command-syntax is:  

SEND_COMMAND [Operating control-Nr.] PPON=Page-

ID ~  
Example:  

SEND_COMMAND [129] PPON=13~ 

(Show the popup-page with the ID 13 on the panel surface with 

the ID 129) 

 

Or with using a variable 

SEND_COMMAND [Operating control-Nr.] PPON_VV= 

Variable ~  

Example:  

SEND_COMMAND [128] PPON_VV=1~ 

(Show the popup with the page-ID based on the stored value in 

variable 1 on a panel with the ID 128) 

 

If you want to use a variable of special system the command 

syntax is: 

SEND_COMMAND [Operating control-Nr.] 

PPON_VV=Variable DEV=System ~  
Example:  

SEND_COMMAND [128] PPON_VV=5 DEV=9~  

(Show the popup with the page-ID based on the stored value in 

variable 5 in system 9 on panels with the ID 128) 
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Remove popup page 
This command can be used to close a popup page. 

 

The command-syntax is:  

SEND_COMMAND [Operating control-Nr.] PPOFF=Page-

ID ~  
Example:  

SEND_COMMAND [32100] PPOFF=1~ 

(Close popup page on all panel surfaces) 

 

If you want to use a variable the command syntax is: 

SEND_COMMAND [Operating control-Nr.] PPOFF_VV= 

Variable ~  
Example:  

SEND_COMMAND [128] PPOFF_VV=1~ 

(Close the popup page with the page-ID based on the value of 

the variable 1 on every panel with the ID 128 [If the value of 

the variable is 5, the popup with the ID 5 is closed]) 

 

If you want to use a variable of a specified system the command 

syntax is: 

SEND_COMMAND [Operating control-Nr.] PPOFF_VV= 

Variable DEV=System ~  
Example:  

SEND_COMMAND [128] PPOFF_VV=1 DEV=5 ~ 

(Close the popup page with the page-ID based on the value of 

the variable 1 of system 5 on every panel with the ID 128 [If the 

value of the variable is 27, the popup with the ID 27 is closed]) 

 

• Removes all popup pages 

All open Popup pages of the specific panel are closed. 

 

The command-syntax is:  

SEND_COMMAND [Operating control-Nr.] PPALLOFF ~  
Example:  

SEND_COMMAND [128] PPALLOFF~ 

(on every panel with the ID 128 all popup pages are closed) 
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Button switched ON 
A certain button is put on the ON-status. 

 

The command-syntax is:  

SEND_COMMAND [Operating control-Nr.] 

BUTT_ON=Button-ID ~  

Example:  

SEND_COMMAND [135] BUTT_ON=5~ 

(The button with the ID 5 is set to status “ON” on every panel 

with the ID 135.) 

 

If you want to set the button number by using a variable the 

command structure is: 

SEND_COMMAND [Operating control-Nr.] 

BUTT_ON_VV= Variable ~  
Example:  

SEND_COMMAND [128] BUTT_ON_VV=5~ 

(The button with the ID depending on the value saved in 

variable 5 is set to status “ON” on every panel with the ID 128.) 

 

If you want to set the button number by using a variable of a 

special system the command structure is: 

SEND_COMMAND [Operating control-Nr.] 

BUTT_ON_VV= Variable DEV=System ~  
Example:  

SEND_COMMAND [128] BUTT_ON_VV=5 DEV=2 ~ 

(The button with the ID depending on the value saved in 

variable 5 in system 2 is set to status “ON” on every panel with 

the ID 128.) 

 

• Button switched OFF 
This is the opposite command to „Button switched ON“. 

 

The command-syntax is:  

SEND_COMMAND [Operating control-Nr.] 

BUTT_OFF=Button-ID ~  

Example:  

SEND_COMMAND [135] BUTT_OFF=5~ 

(The button with the ID 5 is set to status “OFF” on every panel 

with the ID 135.) 
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If you want to set the button number by using a variable the 

command structure is: 

SEND_COMMAND [Operating control-Nr.] 

BUTT_OFF_VV= Variable ~  
Example:  

SEND_COMMAND [128] BUTT_OFF_VV=5~ 

(The button with the ID depending on the value saved in 

variable 5 is set to status “OFF” on every panel with the ID 

128.) 

 

If you want to set the button number by using a variable of a 

special system the command structure is: 

SEND_COMMAND [Operating control-Nr.] 

BUTT_OFF_VV= Variable DEV=System ~  
Example:  

SEND_COMMAND [128] BUTT_OFF_VV=5 DEV=2 ~ 

(The button with the ID depending on the value saved in 

variable 5 in system 2 is set to status “OFF” on every panel with  

the ID 128.) 

 

• Level regulators on value place 
With this command you can manipulate a leveller to a special 

value. If a leveller-value is bigger than 25 the maximum-value 

25 is set up automatically at the leveller. 

The leveller-ID can’t be chosen by a variable like a button or a 

page, but you can get the leveller position depending on a value 

of a variable. 

 

If you want to send a specific level value to a leveller the 

command-syntax is:  

SEND_COMMAND [Operating control-Nr.] 

LEVEL=Throttle-ID VAL=Number between 0 and 25 ~  
Example:  

SEND_COMMAND [128] LEVEL=11 VAL=5~ 

(On every panel with the ID 128 the leveller with the ID 11 is 

set to position 6 and the command behind the position 6 is 

activated.) 

 

If you want to use a variable for the position of a leveller the 

command syntax is: 

SEND_COMMAND [Operating control-Nr.] 

LEVEL=Throttle-ID VAL_VV=Variable ~ 
Example:  

SEND_COMMAND [128] LEVEL=9 VAL_VV=12~  

(On every panel with the ID 128 the leveller with the ID 9 is set 

to a position depending on the value which is saved in variable 

12 and the command behind the position is activated.) 
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If you want to use a variable of a special system for the position 

of a leveller the command syntax is: 

SEND_COMMAND [Operating control-Nr.] 

LEVEL=Throttle-ID VAL_VV=Variable DEV=System ~ 
Example:  

SEND_COMMAND [128] LEVEL=9 VAL_VV=12 DEV=2 ~  

(On every panel with the ID 128 the leveller with the ID 9 is set 

to a position depending on the value which is saved in variable 

12 of system 2. The command behind the position of leveller 9 

is activated.) 

 

6.5.11 Hourmeter 
Each IRC-, RSC- and TCP/IP-port possesses its own business-

hour-counter. There are several possibilities to influence the 

port business-hour-counter  

If already a driver was deposited behind a port, the 

manufacturer and the name of the device appear under the exit-

selection. 

 

• Hourmeters reset 
To reset the business-hour-counter of a port, you have to select 

the specified port. 

 

The command-syntax for the counter reset is:  

RESET HOURMETER [System : Port] ~  
Example:  

RESET HOURMETER [1:2]~ 

(Reset the hourmeter of port 2 from system 1) 

 

• Hourmeter counter on value place 
If you want to set the hourmeter counter of a port to a specified 

value, first choose the port and then the value. The value can 

only be set in full hours. 

 

The command-syntax when placing on a certain hour-number 

is:  

SET HOURMETER [System : Port] HOUR= Hours~  
Example:  

SET HOURMETER [1:2] HOUR=7~ 

(Set the hourmeter of port 2 in system 1 to 7 hours) 

 

• Hourmeter start  
To start the business-hour-counter of a port, you have to select 

the specified port. 
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The command-syntax for the counter reset is:  

START HOURMETER [System : Port] ~  
Example:  

START HOURMETER [1:2]~ 

(Start the hourmeter of port 2 from system 1) 

 

You can also start the hourmeter in your driver. For further 

detail please look in chapter 5.1. 

 

• Hourmeter stop  
To stop the business-hour-counter of a port, you have to select 

the specified port. 

 

The command-syntax for the counter reset is:  

STOP HOURMETER [System : Port] ~  
Example:  

STOP HOURMETER [1:2]~ 

(Stop the hourmeter of port 2 from system 1) 

 

You can also stop the hourmeter in your driver. For further 

detail please look in chapter 5.1. 

 

6.5.12 Addition-universal send string 

administrate/send 
It sometimes is interesting to put a command-string over two 

buttons together. If you have a cross matrix switcher for 

example and want to control the inputs and outputs with buttons 

on a panel a way can be the use of the addition-universal send 

string.  

 

 If a string for the control-unit A was composed, the 

command cannot be used to control devices of the control-unit 

B.  

Also, only one universal-string can be produced per CFMC-1 

simultaneously. 

 

 Every string must be typed in HEX-format. 

 

There are different ways to handle an addition-universal send 

string: 
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Erasure (reset) 
Delete the universal-end-string of the relevant system 

 

The command-syntax is:  

ADD_STRING_RESET [System] ~  
Example:  

ADD_STRING_RESET [1]~ 

(Delete the string from system 1) 

 

• Additions execute 
The string included in the command is sent when activated. You 

can implement a part or a whole command in this string. 

 

The command-syntax is:  

ADD_STRING_ADD [System] {HEX-Value} ~  
Example:  

ADD_STRING_ADD [1] {6330310D0A}~ 

(The HEX-Code “6330310D0A” is stored in this command.) 

 

•  Send to… 
In the Drop Down menu, the port can be selected, to which the 

addition-universal-end-string should be sent. 

 

The command-syntax is:  

ADD_STRING_SEND [System:Port] ~  
Example:  

ADD_STRING_SEND [1:1]~ 

(Send the string of system 1 to the port 1) 

 

6.5.13 EIB protocol command 
The following commands are only implemented in an EIB1 

module. You can use this commands by choosing the EIB 

system and then the “output command” folder. 

 
 

 

Send direct value  
Send  a specific value to an EIB address. 

  

The command-syntax is:  

TO_VAL [System:1] Function no. VAL=Value ~  
Example:  

TO_VAL [2:1] 55 VAL=125~ 
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 (Send to function number 55 the value 125.) 

 

Send variable value 
Send the actual value from a specific variable to an EIB 

address. 

 

The command-syntax is:  

TO_VV [System:1] Funktions-No. VAR=Variable ~  
Example:  

TO_VV [2:1] 5 VAR=45~ 

(Send to function number 5 the value of variable 45.) 
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Set variable to value 
Store the actual value of a EIB address in a specific variable. 

 

The command-syntax is:  

TO_SETVAR [System:1] Funktions-Nr. VAR=Variable ~  
Example:  

TO_SETVAR [2:1] 68 VAR=133~ 

(Store the value of the address in command line 68 in variable 

133.) 

 

6.6 Electronic Mail (E-Mail) 
In the CF-MEDIA studio, e-mails can be produced and send to 

e-mail accounts. An e-mail can be used to send status e-mails to 

the technician for service. 

 

New  produces a new e-mail 

Library  select an e-mail from a data base 

Edit  edit an e-mail implemented in the project. The 

file-name of the e-mails in the project are shown 

below the date. 

-   remove an arbitrary e-mail from the project 

 

Print project e-mail list 
To print the project e-mail list click on “Edit -> Print”. The e-

mails are printed with their name and ID-number. 

 

 
 

If you want to build a new e-mail, click on . 

 

A window occurs. To send an e-mail from a system to an e-mail 

account you have to fill in different information. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

If a new e-mail is established, following fields should be filled: 

•  Name of the mail:  
Name your e-mail.  
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• Source-address:  
The source-address describes the e-mail account, over which 

the e-mail should be sent to the technician. (for example 

beamer@gmx.de) 

• Destination address: 
The recipient of the e-mail is put down in the goal-address. (for 

example support@komtech.de) 

• SMTP-Server: 
In the SMTP-Server field, the SMTP address of the server is put 

(for example smpt.1und1.com) down as IP or domain-name. 

If the e-mail account needs login with name and password, click 

on the check-box . Two yellow lines 

appear where you fill in the e-mail account name and account 

password. 

Some e-mail accounts and e-mail programs need the encoding 

type UTF-8. UTF-8 is an encoding type which is used by 

Microsoft and is the “standard” encoding type. If you need 

UTF8, click on the check-box . 

•  E-Mail header: 
The e-mail header is the information which is shown at first in 

e-mail programs.  

From: At first you see the source address you typed in. There is 

no problem to write a name instead (for example “Beamer1” 

instead of beamer@gmx.de ) 

To: At first you see the destination address you typed in. There 

is no problem to write a name instead (for example “support” 

instead of support@komtech.de ) 

Subject: A short information about the content of the e-mail for 

the person who gets the e-mail.  (for example Reference: 1500 

business-hours) 

 

•  E-Mail text: 
The actual content of the e-mail. The content can be up to 2400 

signs long. 
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Save an E-Mail 
You can save an e-mail on three different types: 

• In project: The e-mail is saved only in the opened project. 

• In file: The e-mail is saved as a data file in your e-mail 

library path. Other projects can later access the e-mail in a 

library. 

• Save as...: The e-mail is saved in a manually established 

place. 

 

 In an e-mail, no variable data can be integrated. (for 

example the momentary business-hour-counter on a certain day) 

 

Load an E-Mail 
Under „File“ -> „Open“ you can open a saved e-mail. 

The data-ending is „*.cml“. 

 

 

 

Print an E-Mail 
Under „File“ -> „Print“ you can print the opened E-Mail for 

documentation. Everything except the typed in password is 

printed on the sheet. 
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6.7 System-variables 
System-variables are used very often to save a status or define a 

multi status. Every CF-MEDIA system has 512 variables. 

Variables can be used in almost all protocol option in the CF-

MEDIA protocol designer. For further details please look in 

chapter 6.5. . 

You open the list of variables by clicking on 

. 

 

The list of the variables which can be included in the project 

appears. You can name every variable 

1. Click on the variable you want to name 

2. Type in the name in the single white line 

3. Press “ENTER” on your PC-keyboard. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you want to load a variable list from another project, click on  

 . The variables list is stored as a “vari.dat” file in your 

project path where you used the variables list. 

 

 

 

 

To print the variable name list, click on “Print”. 
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The menu-field " Remoting " you can configure how you want 

to control the CF-MEDIA systems. There are several ways to 

control a CF-MEDIA unit. The following pages will describe 

the different types. 

 

In the first step, you select the desired CF-MEDIA system you 

want to configure for remote handling. 

 

7.1 System inputs 
Some CF-MEDIA systems have system-inputs. This contacts 

can be used with “look at me” buttons which are installed in an 

connecting field. A command sequence can activated when 

closing and opening the contact. 

 

To start the configuration of the inputs, click on .  

 

By a mouse-click on a green button, the respective Event-Input 

can be selected. 

 

The number shows the ID of the Input you have chosen. 

 

 

Closing Contact command 
If you want to activate a command when the contact closes you 

can either type in manually the command under “contact 

closes” or click on  and design your 

command in the protocol designers help. 

 

Opening Contact command 

If you want to activate a command when the contact opens you 

can either type in manually the command under “contact opens” 

or click on  and design your command in the 

protocol designers help. 

 

 deletes all commands who ware already 

implemented behind the contacts of this system.  

 

By setting a hook to the check box “Simulation”  

you are able to send the included commands to the connected 

CFMC-1 by clicking on the green button to test the function. 

 

 If a command was deposited behind an Event-Input, a 

hook appears in the overview as hint. 
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Print System Input commands 
 

To print out the command list of the system inputs, just click on 

“Print”. The first line of every system input number shows the 

commands for the “contact closes” status. The second line of 

every system input number shows the commands for the 

“contact opens” status. 

 

 
 

In the example you can see all commands put behind the 

different status of the input contacts.  

 

7.2 Radio service 
Each CFMC-1 has the possibility to connect an active antenna 

in order to use the KOMTECH remote handling-system (868 

MHz). 

The radio system can handle up to 4 radio remote controls. 

If you want to configure your radio remote system, click on 

 to enter the programming-surface. 

 

You can choose the number of keys your remote control has in 

the programming surface. You can choose from a 6 (green), 10 

(green and blue) and 26 keys remote control (green, blue and 

orange). For custom designs, up to 32 keys are designated. The 

selected key is displayed red. 

 

 

The channel of the remote control can be selected in the upper 

row. The default channel of the KOMTECH radio remote 

controls is 1. If you want to know more about adjusting the 

channels please read chapter 7.2.1 for further details. 
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Pressing a digit selects the key. The key changes its colour to 

red. The number of the key is also shown on the right side. 

 

Button pressing command 
If you want to activate a command when the button is pressed 

you can either type in manually the command under “Button 

presses” or click on  and design your 

command in the protocol designers help 

 

Button releasing command 
If you want to activate a command when the button is released 

you can either type in manually the command under “Button 

releases” or click on  and design your 

command in the protocol designers help 

 

For further details containing designing command see chapter 

6.5. 

 

 deletes all commands assigned to the 4 

remote control keys. 

 

 deletes only the commands of the selected 

remote control. 

 

Using the button  gets you more info 

which channel the remote control has you are holding in your 

hand at the moment.  

When pressing the button the traffic light switches to green, if a 

connection to CFMC-1 is established.  

If you have opened a terminal program from your system, the 

command „RFCode_on“ will appear in the terminal programm. 

 

When a key is pressed on the remote control it will  

- Switch to the correct remote control offset 

- The pressed key will be visible 

- The terminal program will show the RFCode number of the 

key pressed. 

 

The RFCode numbers for the different channels are: 

- Channel 1: 00-31 

- Channel 2: 32-63 

- Channel 3: 64-95 

- Channel 4: 96-127 
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By setting a hook to the check box “Simulation”  

you are able to send the included commands to the connected 

CFMC-1 by clicking on the green button to test the function. 

 

 If a command was deposited behind a button of a remote 

handling, a hook appears in the overview as hint. 

 

 

Print Radio remote commands 
To print the commands of the radio remotes, click on “Print”. 

Only the remote button numbers with commands are printed 

out.  

In the first column of the table the ID-number of the radio 

remote and the ID-Number of the button is shown. 

 

Example: 

1:3 = Radio remote number 1; button number 3 

 

The first line of every button number shows the commands for 

the “button presses” status. The second line of every button 

number shows the commands for the “button releases” status. 
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7.2.1 Assign a RC-Offset to a Remote control 
 

In case more than one remote control (RC) is to be used with 

one CFMC-1, each RC must be assigned a separate channel.  

 

How to apply this to a CFMF-10H: 

 

Step 1:  
Push and hold down "FA" and "FB" simultaneously, until the 

LED on the active antenna blinks four times. 

 

Step 2:  
Push F5 to select offset key-code from the table below: 

 

Step 3:  
"F1" chooses  key code offset "1". 

"F2" chooses  key code offset "2". 

"F3" chooses  key code offset "3". 

"F4" chooses  key code offset "4". 

 

 

How to apply this to a CFMF-26H: 
 

Step 1:  
Push and hold down buttons "4", "5" (top right), "23" and "24" 

(lower left) simultaneously, until the LED on the active antenna 

blinks four times. 

 

Step 2:  
Push "22" (second row from the bottom, last key on the right). 

to select offset key-code from the table below. 

 

Step 3:  
Button "1" chooses  key code offset "1". 

Button "2" chooses  key code offset "2". 

Button "3" chooses  key code offset "3". 

Button "4" chooses  key code offset "4". 

 

 

7.3 Touch-panel Configuration 

Through clicking the   button the WinPaDPro-Designer 

(WPP-Designer) starts. For further details of WPP-Designer 

please look at the manual for WPP-Designer. 
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After configurating your project you need to transfer the project 

data to the CF-MEDIA system you are configurating. 

In the menu-field " Datatransfer " a CF-MDEIA system can be 

configured automatically. The configuration is set up in the 

“Systems” part (See chapter 4 for further details about the 

configuration options). 

In the first step select the wished CF-MEDIA system you want 

to configure. 

 

8.1 Configuration assistant 
With the help of the configuration-assistant, you can put an 

unknown CF-MEDIA system into the project-configuration-

condition. The project-configuration-condition is set up in the 

“Systems” part before. (See chapter 4 for further details about 

the configuration options)  

 

The configuration assistant starts by clicking on . 

 

To use the configuration assistant please connect the 

system with an RS232 cable with the PC.  

 

After clicking on “OK” first the program looks, if the RS232 

connection is established correctly.  

 

After starting the system configuration the following properties 

are set: 

• Device No. = (default 1) 

• IP-address = (default 192.168.1.1) 

• IP-mask  = (default 255.255.255.0) 

• IP-Gateway = (default 192.168.1.254) 

• Cascade-IP = (if a cascade IP is included) 

• DHCP-Mode = (default 0) 

• Client 1-5 IP = (default nothing, but if there is a device, 

      the IP-address is placed 

• Client 1-5 Port = (default port 23) 

 

After a reboot of the system the attitudes of the CF-MEDIA unit 

become effective.  
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8.2 Transfer Mode  
There are several possibilities to transfer project-datas to a CF-

MEDIA system.  

If you would like to see, which data files have to be transferred 

on the CF card then press   .   A list of the data files 

appears in a yellow box.  

 

The data file-syntax of the files you can find there is:  

System_Port/Art.Ending 
 Example.:  

4_1.out 

(Driver for port 1 on system 4) 

 

Data endings can be: 

.mac = macro 

.cml =  e-mail 

.out = driver of the certain Port 

.dat = name list of the variables. 

 

With the transfer, the " System_" is removed from the data files 

(for example from 1_1.out to 1.out.).  

 

If you don’t use CF-MEDIA Studio transfer options to 

transfer the project data to the system, please remove the 

"System_" leading syntax from your files. (for example from 

1_1.out to 1.out.) If you forget to do this, the CF-MEDIA 

system won’t recognize the files. 

 

8.2.1 CompactFlash or HDD Transfer 
If the system has a CF-card integrated, the data can be 

transferred on the CF card over a CF-card-reading-appliance. 

To use this way of transferring, take the CF-card out of the 

system and put it into a cf-card reader connected to your PC.  

To start the transfer-mode click on . 

 

Check out for the right destination path in the appearing 

window. If you got the right destination path you can start the 

data transmission by clicking on . 
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If data is already on the CF-card, the files are shown in the grey 

box below the destination path. 

 Marked files on the CF-card can be 

deleted. 

 All files on the CF-card are selected 

 The actual marking is canceled. 

 

If you want to format the cf-card you can do this easily by 

clicking on . The cf-card is formatted in the 

format FAT. 

 

If you are formatting the CF-card with another tool 

please be patient to use the FAT and not the FAT32 format. The 

CF-MEDIA system is working with a 16 bit technology and 

can’t work with FAT32 formatted CF-cards. 

 

8.2.2 FTP Transfer 
Each CF-MEDIA system possesses a FTP server. The project 

data can be easily transferred from the CF-MEDIA Studio to the 

CF-MEDIA systems with the help of the implemented ftp-

terminal.  

To start the ftp-terminal click on . 

In order to make a contact between the CF-MEDIA system and 

your PC you have to fill out the following points out correctly: 

 

• Address  = IP-address of the CF-MEDIA System 

      (default 192.168.1.1) 

• Username  = ftp  

• Password  = ftp  

• Port  = 21  

 

To connect to the CF-MEDIA system click on . If the 

connection is set up correctly the data of the CF-card appears on 

the right side. 

 finishes the connection between CF-MEDIA Studio and 

CF-MEDIA system. 

 finishes the connection between CF-MEDIA studio 

and CF-MEDIA unit. The FTP-Client is also closed. 
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On the left side you see the path where you project data is and 

the files of the projects who have to be transferred to the CF-

card. 

 

The data files are displayed by different symbols: 

 

  This symbols is represents an e-mail. 

  This symbol is represents a variable name file. 

 This symbol represents a macro-, input or radio remote 

file. 

 This symbol is represents a port driver file. 

 

 marks all files in the selected project. 

 By using the “Smart-Marker” function every 

file is selected on the local computer path which is changed 

after the last transmission. New established files are also 

selected. 

 

To get the selection for the smart marker function, make a right 

mouse button click on the left table (local computer table). 

Select the “Smart-Marker Date/Time set or change” function. 

 

In the appearing window you can define the date and the time 

point. Every file as old as the time point or newer will be 

selected. 

 

 
 

If you want to take the actual time point, just click on 

. 
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To see the selection click on .  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 takes away the selected marking. 

 

By clicking the right mouse button in the left table of the ftp-

terminal the following settings can be made: 

 

• Updates   

o Updates the actual files 

• 1 path back 

o Move to the higher path file 

• Create new path 

o Creates a new path in the directory 

• Path delete 

o Deletes the selected path 

• Path rename… 

o Rename the selected path 

• File: 1_1.mac rename… 

o Rename the chosen file 

• Marked file(s) deletes 

o All selected file(s) are deleted in the directory 

• Copy 

o Copies the selected file.  

• Paste 

o Paste the selected file in their directory 

• Drivers -show 

o All drives of the computer are shown in the left table 

• Paths -shown 

o All paths in the actual directory are shown in the left 

table. 

• Smart-Marker Date/Time set or change  

o Fore more information please look at the „Smart-

Marker“ button description above.  
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 transfers data of the CF-Card back to the PC. 

 transfers data from the PC to the CF-Card. If you transfer 

directly from your project, the option  should be switched 

on. 

 

Through  you can change to the higher file-level on the CF-

card. 
 

 

After the data transmission the display on the ftp terminal is 

refreshed. 

 

By selecting a file on the CF-card and clicking the right mouse 

button, following functions can be executed: 

 

• Updates 

o Update the selected file 

• 1 path back 

o Move to the higher file path 

• Create new path 

o Create a new file path 

• File: 0.mac rename… 

o Rename the selected path 

• Marked file(s) deletes 

o Delete all selected files. 

 

 

 

By selecting a file path on the CF-card and clicking the right 

mouse button, following functions can be executed: 

 

• Updates 

o Update the selected file path 

• 1 path back 

o Move to the higher file path 

• Create new path 

o Create a new file path 

• Path: [HTTP] Delete? 

o delete the selected path 

• Path: [HTTP] rename… 

o Rename the selected file path 
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The CF-MEDIA Studio ftp-client can’t be used to 

transfer other data to the CF-MEDIA systems. If you have other 

data (for example pictures or html pages) please use an other 

ftp-client. 

 

When closing the ftp terminal you are asked whether you want 

to reboot your CF-MEDIA system or not. Rebooting is 

important when you want to want to use all transmitted 

functions. 

 

 

8.2.3 System transfer 
The data can be transferred with system transfer mode to the 

CF-card if the CF-card is in the CF-MEDIA system. This mode 

is transferring the project data via RS232 in packages of 

100byte.  

To start the system transfer mode, click on . 

 

First, the connection between your PC and the CF-MEDIA 

device via RS232 is checked. If the check was successful the 

project data is transferred to the CF-MEDIA system. After the 

transfer is completed you have to reboot the system in order to 

finish the transfer. 

  

 Projects with many big drivers should not be transferred 

via system transfer since the transfer-speed is very slow 

comparing to the other transfer-types. 

 


